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This paper presents an analysis of awareness level on phishing attack among Malaysians. Phishing and fraudster activities 
have been important issues in Malaysia. The methodology involves the questionnaires which are distributed and answers 
were collected and recorded as random samples. Next, statistical data were analyzed and categorized into different parts for 
enhanced knowledge and experience in data exploration. The test results related to hypothesis tests are provided. Using this 
analysis, influence of source problem and weakness of victims are revealed in order to mitigate the issue. Based on this, 
recommendations have been provided to encounter the issues. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, communication via internet has become 
an essential part of our daily life. Many are connected to 
each other by social networks such as applications like 
Facebook, Twitter, WeChat, Instagram, Email and others. 
However, there are a number of security issue associated 
with the applications because of exposure to malware, 
viruses, phishing, fraud scam and illegal cybercrime1. 
Therefore, in this paper, we made an analysis related to 
phishing using surveys in order to investigate the level of 
awareness in Malaysia. 

Phishing is a process for gaining data from the victims 
without their realization of the process of data stealing2. 
In this situation, the criminal hackers exploit from 
persons’ weaknesses and vulnerabilities of security 
system in organization. Analogy of phishing method is the 
process of a fisherman in using their bait on fishhook and 
fishing in order to catch sea sources. This process have 
used by fraudsters to capture victims’ data.  
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In technical perspective, phishing is categorized as an 
attacking method by fraudsters through creating fake 
websites which counterfeit and imitate the process similar 
to organizations and convince the users to fill-in the 
necessary secret information.  
In this process, they bring users to a fraudulent site with a 
login page and grab the identity where the fake website 
presents a good appearance2.  

The phishers use baits as a trustworthy medium for 
convincing internet users as a process on stealing the 
identity and data of a user for bad intention. Some 
advertisements sent by email from counterfeit adversary 
pose as if they are from a financial institution3. The email 
has contents convincing the user to click the given link 
that automatically forces the user to update their account 
identity. This attacking method is categorized as 
impersonation approach.  

Until now, various anti-phishing mechanisms have 
been implemented to encounter issues created by phishing 
attacks from different viewpoints. The popular 
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